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We study hyper-decoherence in three operational theories from the literature, all examples of the
recently introduced higher-order CPM construction. Amongst these, we show the theory of density
hypercubes to be the richest in terms of post-quantum phenomena. Specifically, we demonstrate
the existence of a probabilistic hyper-decoherence of density hypercubes to quantum systems and
calculate the associated hyper-phase group. This makes density hypercubes of significant foundational interest, as an example of a theory which side-steps a recent no-go result in an original and
unforeseen way, while at the same time displaying fully fledged operational semantics.

1

Introduction

Interference is a fundamental feature of quantum theory, responsible for advantage in a number of computational tasks. However, quantum interference is known to be limited to the second order: the pattern
produced by three or more slits can always be classically explained as a combination of the patterns
arising from the individual slits and the pairs of slits. In previous literature, higher-order interference has
been considered as a hallmark of post-quantum theories. In particular, Sorkin proposed that theories be
hierarchically organised based on the maximum order of interference they exhibit [20, 21]. More recent
work has explored the operational implications of higher-order interference in such theories [15].
Another feature considered characteristic of post-quantum theories is the necessity for quantum theory to arise as an effective sub-theory, by some “higher-order” analogue of decoherence—the mechanism
by which classical theory arises as an effective sub-theory of quantum theory. The possibility of such
a hyper-decoherence process happening within operational theories of nature has been explored in [16],
with a no-go result limiting its ultimate scope of applicability.
The first fully fledged probabilistic theory displaying higher-order interference and hyper-decoherence
was recently introduced in [13] under the name of density hypercubes, based on a higher-order extension of the construction used to obtain mixed-state quantum theory from pure state quantum theory [11].
While the original [13] introduced suitable hyper-decoherence maps, it failed to show that such maps
had a well-defined operational interpretation: it was known that they would happen probabilistically as
part of some larger process, but it was not known what that process could look like.
In this work we patch the short-comings of [13] and put density hypercubes on solid footing as a
probabilistic theory, showing that hyper-decoherence truly has a bona fide operational interpretation as a
probabilistic component of a larger deterministic process. This will allow further operational exploration
of post-quantum effects in density hypercubes to be carried out with the necessary confidence in its
theoretical foundations.
This work also explores two closely related theories from the literature, those of double dilation and
double mixing, developed to describe quantum-like aspects of ambiguity in natural language processing
[4, 17]. It was originally believed [13] that density hypercubes and double dilation coincided: we show
that not to be the case. We further show that double dilation and double mixing do not feature the
hyper-decoherence maps of density hypercubes, nor the same associated phase group.
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Here follows a brief summary of known results about double dilation, double mixing and density
hypercubes, together with open questions which this work addresses.
• It was known that double mixing is a sub-theory of double dilation [22]. A straightforward adaptation of the same argument also shows that double mixing is a sub-theory of density hypercubes.
• It was originally believed that density hypercubes and double dilation were the same theory [13].
This work will show that not to be the case.
• It was known that density hypercubes show higher-order interference, that their Karoubi envelope
contains both quantum theory and classical theory, and that there exist hyper-decoherence maps
from hypercubes to quantum theory [13]. It was not known whether the hyper-decoherence maps
were sub-normalised, i.e. whether they were a probabilistic outcome of some larger deterministic
process of density hypercubes. The main achievement of this work will be to show that this is
indeed the case.
• The structure of the hyper-phase group—the invertible maps which are quotiented away by hyperdecoherence—for density hypercubes was not known. This work will show that there exist nontrivial elements of this group.
• It was not known whether double dilation and double mixing possess hyper-decoherence maps,
or what the associated hyper-phase group would be. This work will show that the same choice of
maps from density hypercubes would not work.
• Although the above is not a complete answer, this work will provide evidence against the existence
of such hyper-decoherence maps by showing that severe restrictions apply to the maps that the
associated hyper-phase group can contain.

2

Iterated CPM Constructions

The CPM construction [18] is the categorical way of capturing the passage from pure quantum mechanics
(in terms of vectors in a Hilbert space) to mixed state quantum mechanics (where states are associated
with operators on the Hilbert space). At its core, the construction can be understood in two steps. Firstly,
we “double” the morphisms of the original (dagger compact) category:
K

E
f

K
7→

E ∗ K∗

E

f∗

f

H∗

H
H
Secondly, we allow for discarding of environment systems:
dbl(K)

K∗

K
E

f

dbl(H)

=

(1)

E∗

f

f∗

H

H∗

(2)
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The discarding is defined in terms of the cap arising from the duality of E and E ∗ and can be thought of as
a categorical generalisation of the partial trace. If the underlying category is FdHilb (the dagger compact
category of finite dimensional Hilbert spaces and complex linear maps), then the maps in the shape of (2)
are exactly the completely positive maps dbl(H) → dbl(K), where we have defined the doubling functor
dbl(H) := H ⊗ H ∗ and dbl( f ) := f ⊗ f ∗ . In particular, the states I → dbl(H) are Choi-Jamiołkowski
isomorphic to positive operators H → H. The dagger compact category with objects in the form dbl(H)
for some finite-dimensional Hilbert space H and morphisms in the shape of (2) is called CPM(FdHilb).
A question now arises: Can the CPM construction be iterated? If so: What phenomena do the
resulting theories exhibit? The second author recently described [11] how the CPM construction can be
iterated and generalised by introducing a “folding” functor—generalising the doubling—and a “multienvironment structure”—generalising the discarding. In such a generalised CPM construction, one starts
with a group action Φ : G →
− Aut(C) by monoidal functors of some finite abelian group G on a symmetric
N
monoidal category C. The folding functor is defined on objects by fld(A) := γ∈G Φ(γ)[A] and on
N
morphisms by fld( f ) := γ∈G Φ(γ)[ f ]. If we take the group G = Z2 and consider the action defined by
Φ(1) :=7→ conjC (where C is a dagger compact category and conjC is the dualising functor) we recover
the original doubling: on objects we get fld(A) = A ⊗ A∗ and on morphisms we get fld( f ) = f ⊗ f ∗ =
dbl( f ) on morphisms. The original CPM construction can be recovered with the multi-environment
structure ΞA := {εA }, where εA : A ⊗ A∗ → I is the cap.

3

Double dilation, double mixing and density hypercubes

In this work we will focus on three cases where the group G used for folding is Z2 × Z2 , with action defined by Φ(1, 0) = Φ(0, 1) :=7→ conjC ; that is, we iterate the original CPM construction twice. Explicitly,
the folding functor sends objects H to objects H ⊗ H ∗ ⊗ H ⊗ H ∗ , and similarly for morphisms. Different
choices of multi-environment structures then capture different ways of discarding: the three examples we
consider all contain the doubling of the discarding map from CPM(FdHilb) plus one additional effect.
The first choice appearing in the literature is that of double dilation [22], also known as dual density
operators [1]. The multi-environment structure contains the two possible ways in which caps εA : A∗ ⊗
A → I can be applied to dbl(dbl(E)) = E ⊗ E ∗ ⊗ E ⊗ E ∗ : (i) the doubling dbl(εE ) of the discarding maps
from CPM(FdHilb) and (ii) the cap εdbl(E) :
K∗

K

K∗

K

dbl(K ∗ ) dbl(K)

f∗

f

dbl(H ∗ ) dbl(H)

f

=
H

f∗
H∗

f
H

f∗

(3)

H∗

Throughout this work, we will use thick wires and borders to indicate diagrams living in the category
CPM(FdHilb) and thin wires and boxes for diagrams living in the category FdHilb.
The second choice appearing in the literature is that of double mixing [22]. The multi-environment
structure contains the doubling dbl(εE ) of the discarding maps from CPM(FdHilb) together with a
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four-legged spider connecting all four environment systems:
K∗

K

K∗

K

dbl(K ∗ ) dbl(K)

f∗

f

f∗

f

=

H∗

H

dbl(H ∗ ) dbl(H)

f

f∗

(4)

H∗

H

In the above, ◦ is a special commutative †-Frobenius algebra (†-SCFA) [5]. It can be shown [22] that
double mixing is a sub-theory of double dilation, i.e. that all maps in the form (4) can also be put in the
form (3). Both double dilation and double mixing have found application to the modelling of ambiguity
in natural language processing [4, 17].
The third choice appearing in the literature is that of density hypercubes [13]. The multi-environment
structure contains the doubling dbl(εE ) of the discarding maps from CPM(FdHilb) together with twolegged spiders resembling the cap εdbl(E) from double dilation:
K∗

K
dbl(K)

dbl(K)

f

f

dbl(H)

dbl(H)

f∗

f

=

H∗

H

K∗

K

f
H

f∗

(5)

H∗

Despite the apparent similarity, density hypercubes are significantly different from double dilation: the
two-legged spiders used in the RHS of (5) are effects on E ⊗ E and E ∗ ⊗ E ∗ , while the two caps forming
εdbl(E) in (3) are both effects on E ⊗ E ∗ . Because of this, the objects of density hypercubes are most
naturally written in the form dbl(H)⊗dbl(H) (instead of dbl(H ∗ )⊗dbl(H)) and the folded morphisms in
density hypercubes are most naturally written in the form dbl( f ) ⊗ dbl( f ) (instead of dbl( f ∗ ) ⊗ dbl( f )).
This will turn out to make a very significant difference.
On the LHS of (5), the wires have been re-arranged to achieve a more pleasant visual effect. In more
direct analogy with double dilation and double mixing they would have taken the following form:
dbl(K)

dbl(K)

f

f

dbl(H)

dbl(H)

:=

dbl(K)

dbl(K)

f

f

dbl(H)

dbl(H)

(6)

We refer to the two legged spider appearing in the middle as a bridge. For convenience, we will allow
for bridges in any choice of †-SCFA ◦: this generalisation yields the same class of morphisms, but with
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added flexibility when drawing diagrams.
In the generalised CPM construction, a single family of effects has to be chosen within the multienvironment structure to endow the theory with a notion of causality and normalisation [2, 9, 8]. We
make the same choice for all three theories:
(7)
=
H
H
H∗
H∗
We refer to the effects above as the discarding maps for the theories. The normalised morphisms in the
three theories are those which respect the choice of discarding maps made above, in the following sense:

f∗

f

B(H ∗ )

B(H)

=

B(H ∗ ) B(H)

f∗

f

B(H ∗ )

B(H)

=

B(H ∗ ) B(H)

f

f

B(H)

B(H)

(8)

=

B(H) B(H)

The three theories are also probabilistic: they have the non-negative real numbers R+ as scalars, with
morphisms that can be rescaled and added together. In particular, normalised morphisms form a convex
set and are interpreted as processes that can be made to happen “with certainty”, or “deterministically”.
More generally, we say that a morphism f : H → K is sub-normalised if there is some g : H → K
such that f + g is normalised: sub-normalised morphisms are interpreted as processes that happen
“probabilistically”—with probability dependent on the specific state that they are applied to—as cases
of a larger deterministic process. There is a unique normalised scalar, the number 1, and sub-normalised
scalars coincide with probabilities [0, 1].

4

Hyper-decoherence in probabilistic theories

In quantum theory, the process of decoherence leads to the emergence of classical theory and is given by
the following map [6]:

(9)

Such a map acts to zero out the non-diagonal entries of a density matrix in the basis associated with
the †-SCFA ◦ [5]: a quantum state is sent to a classical probability distribution. Decoherence maps are
normalised—i.e. they correspond to processes the can be made to happen with certainty—and idempotent: once a quantum system is decohered to a classical system, further applications of the decoherence
map produce no additional effect.
Hyper-decoherence is analogous to decoherence, but one level up: it leads to the emergence of quantum theory from some post-quantum (or hyper-quantum) theory, by suppression of the hyper-quantum
part. The existence of hyper-decoherence maps has been considered in the literature as a possible mechanism for our lack of observation of hyper-quantum effects [23, 10, 15]: perhaps we simply cannot perform experiments accurately enough to see such effects, or perhaps hyper-decoherence happens on time
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scales shorter than those currently accessible to experimentalists. If quantum theory is to be deemed an
effective—as opposed to fundamental—theory of nature, hyper-decoherence is one possible mechanism
to explain why we have yet to observe post-quantum phenomena.
In the literature, hyper-decoherence maps have been defined analogously to decoherence maps in
quantum theory: idempotent and normalised maps taking hyper-quantum states to quantum states. A
known no-go result [16] states that such hyper-decoherence maps cannot exist in operational probabilistic theories with purification if some additional assumptions are imposed—namely that pure states in
quantum theory be pure in the larger post-quantum theory and that the maximally mixed state of quantum theory be maximally mixed in the larger post-quantum theory. While at the time those assumptions
were deemed operationally sensible, the discovery of hyper-decoherence maps in density hypercubes
requires a broadening of the definition.
Definition 1. Given any probabilistic theory [12], the Karoubi envelope is the probabilistic theory having
objects in the form (H, e), where H is some object in the original theory and e : H → H is an idempotent.
Processes F : (H, e) → (H 0 , e0 ) in the Karoubi envelope are exactly the processes F : H → H 0 in the
original theory which are invariant under the idempotents, i.e. such that F = e0 ◦ F ◦ e. [19, 7, 12]
From an operational perspective, objects (H, e) of the Karoubi envelope capture a situation in which
it can be safely assumed that an idempotent process e has taken place between any two operations, e.g.
because it happens on time-scales much smaller than those operationally accessible. This is, for example,
the way in which classical systems arise from quantum systems by decoherence.
Definition 2. In a probabilistic theory, a hyper-decoherence map is a sub-normalised idempotent process
hypdec : H → H such that the object (H, hypdec) in the Karoubi envelope is a quantum system. A
probabilistic theory is post-quantum if there is a full sub-category of its Karoubi envelope spanned by
hyper-decoherence maps which is equivalent to quantum theory, i.e. to CPM(FdHilb).
From an operational perspective, a post-quantum theory is one such where quantum theory arises
as an effective theory by means of hyper-decoherence happening probabilistically at time-scales much
smaller than those operationally accessible to quantum experiments. Idempotence of hyper-decoherence
maps ensures that once a systems has collapsed to quantum it remains quantum. Idempotence also
ensures that the probabilistic nature of hyper-decoherence manifests exactly once: conditional hyperquantum collapse having happened at least once, hyper-decoherence is deterministic and does nothing to
the quantum system. If observers are for some reason limited to the quantum part of the theory, hyperdecoherence would happen transparently to them: this is not too far removed from what is speculated to
happen in string theory and brane cosmology, where the observable world is restricted to a brane within
a larger bulk.

5

Hyper-decoherence in density hypercubes

It has been shown [13] that the theory of density hypercubes has both decoherence maps (collapse to
classical theory) and hyper-decoherence maps (collapse to quantum theory), taking the following form:

dec◦

=

hypdec◦ =

(10)
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Both maps are idempotent, but unfortunately they are not normalised, meaning that they are not—on
their own—bona fide physical processes:

=

6=

(11)

In the seminal [13] it was argued that some completion to a normalised process would indeed be possible
in principle, but it was not known whether this be possible within the theory of density hypercubes. We
now process to show that it is possible indeed, giving hyper-decoherence the operational interpretation
of a probabilistic process.
Proposition 1. The hyper-decoherence map is sub-normalised within the theory of density hypercubes.
For qubits, its completion to a normalised process is given as follows:
π
+

(12)

where the white dot is a spider in the Pauli Z basis and the black dot is a phased spider in the Pauli X
basis. For higher dimensions, its completion to a normalised process is given as follows:

=

+
λ

λ

∑

|ki ∈ K (◦)
k
|ki 6= |0i

(13)

where the white dot is a spider in the computational basis, K (◦) is the set of computational basis states
and the black dot is a spider in any Fourier basis.
Proposition 1 above shows that the theory of density hypercubes splits into two “sectors”: a quantum
sector accessed by hyper-decoherence and another sector referred to as the Beyond. It also shows that
hyper-decoherence occurs probabilistically as one outcome of the above normalised process.
Discarding the map which completes the hyper-decoherence map (the second part of (13)) gives an
important effect which give a special name and symbol.
Definition 3. The Unspeakable Horror from Beyond (UHfB) is the effect completing the quantum discarding map (LHS of 11) to the full discarding map of density hypercubes. In the qubit case we have:

1

π

0

=

We adopt the same symbol for all dimensions.

(14)
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The importance of the UHfB is that it can be used to complete quantum measurements/POVMs to
genuine measurements/POVMs on density hypercubes. For example, the following completes a computational basis measurement on a qubit to a measurement of density hypercubes:

{

0

0

1

1

,

}

0

1

,

(15)

This completion is necessary for a meaningful operational perspective on the larger theory, but is not
observable from within quantum theory. Indeed, consider a generic quantum state, taking the following
form [13]:
(16)
ψ
This quantum state has probability zero of yielding the UHfB as a measurement outcome:
π
=

=
π

0

(17)

The first equality is by Hopf rule and the second equality is due to the black π dot being the scalar 0.
Although the computational basis states take the product form shown in (15), this is not the case for
generic quantum states. For example, the state on the left below is the quantum |+i state, while the state
on the right is a post-quantum state (sent to the quantum |+i state by hyper-decoherence):

(18)
+

+

6

+

Phase group

In quantum theory, the phase group for a decoherence map dec◦ : H → H is the group formed by all
invertible processes U : H → H which are quotiented away by dec◦ , i.e. such that
dec◦ ·U = dec◦

(19)

This is formed by the phase gates, the unitaries diagonal in the decoherence basis, and is isomorphic to
a torus T d−1 . For a qubit, it is the circle group T 1 .
Definition 4. The phase group in density hypercubes for a decoherence map dec◦ is the group formed
by all invertible processes U : H → H which are quotiented away by dec◦ , i.e. such that:
dec◦ ·U = dec◦

(20)
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Proposition 2. The processes obtained by doubling phase gates from quantum theory are always in the
phase group:

β
2

β
2

(21)

The maps in (21) are natural choices, as they are sent to the usual phase gates of quantum theory by
hyper-decoherence. The phase gates of quantum theory themselves are not however in the phase group
for density hypercubes, as they are not invertible within the larger theory.
Are there more elements in the phase group? Restricting temporarily to the case where dim H = 2,
we can certainly find more:

H

=

π
2

π
4

π
2

π
4

(22)

We have used the Euler decomposition of the Hadamard [3] on the right-hand side to demonstrate that
this is indeed a valid map for density hypercubes.1 The map in (22) is clearly invertible, and one can
check with ease that it is erased by hyper-decoherence. The map also resembles the controlled-Z gate
on two qubits, suggesting that there be an entire additional family of maps just like it living in the phase
group.
Proposition 3. The following maps are in the phase group of density hypercubes for dim H = 2:
− α2
α

=

α
2

α
2

(23)

It is notable that the maps (23) are really a composition of the following two maps:
− α2
β
2

β
2

(24)

It is then the maps on the LHS of (24) that introduce something new to the phase group, since the
maps on the RHS are the doubled phase spiders from before. These new maps have been appeared
1 Note that it is not possible to make the map from (22) in the double dilation or double mixing, as the only caps available
are those on H and H ∗ : the conjugation would change the sign of the phases on one side, causing them to vanish.
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previously in the literature under the name of phase gadgets [14]. It is easy to show that composing
phase gadgets adds their phases:
α
α +γ
γ

=

(25)

Phase gadgets and doubled phase spiders commute, so that the phase group for density hypercubes in
dimension dim H = 2 is the torus T 2 = S1 × S1 .
Proposition 4. The following maps are in the phase group of density hypercubes for arbitrary dimensions, generalising (23):

(26)

ψ

Above, |ψi = ∑k∈K (◦) eiθk |ki is a ◦-phase state with θk = θk−1 and is the antipode.

7

Hyper-phase group

Having characterised the phase group, we can now look at its post-quantum generalisation: the hyperphase group, defined below. Because decoherence maps are invariant under pre- or post-composition by
hyper-decoherence, the hyper-phase group is always a subgroup of the phase group.
Definition 5. The hyper-phase group in density hypercubes for a hyper-decoherence map hypdec◦ it the
group formed by all invertible processes U : H → H which are quotiented away by hypdec◦ , i.e. such
that
hypdec◦ ·U = hypdec◦
(27)
Proposition 5. The hyper-phase group of density hypercubes for dim H = 2 contains exactly the maps
from (23):
− α2
α

α
2

=

α
2

(28)

Proposition 6. The hyper-phase group of density hypercubes for arbitrary dimensions contains the maps
from (26):

ψ

(29)
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Double Dilation and Double Mixing

In this section we look at how many of the post-quantum features from density hypercubes are also
available in double dilation and double mixing.
To start with, a minor alteration of the proof given in [13] can be used to show that double dilation
and double mixing are also probabilistic theories.
Proposition 7. The decoherence maps of density hypercubes are also decoherence maps for double
dilation and for double mixing, i.e. they send double dilated and double mixed systems to classical
systems.
However, the hyper-decoherence maps from density hypercubes are not maps in double dilation or double
mixing. The most likely candidate candidate would be the following map (which however does not exist
for double mixing):
H

H∗

H

H∗
(30)

Proposition 8. Map (30) does not give a hyper-decoherence map for double dilation.
A less rigorous but more straightforward way of seeing that map (30) cannot possibly be a hyperdecoherence map is to note that it erases the doubled phased spiders. In fact, it is easy to show that
the hyper-phase group would be limited to doubled unitaries.
Proposition 9. In double dilation and double mixing the invertible maps are all doubled unitaries.
Proposition 9 above immediately implies that the phase group for double dilation and double mixing is
exactly the same phase group of quantum theory. In particular, double dilation is not the same theory
as density hypercubes. Furthermore, even if double dilation and/or double mixing did possess hyperdecoherence maps, they would not quotient away any non-trivial phases: it may ultimately turn out that
one or both are post-quantum theories, but uninteresting ones at best.

9

Conclusion

In this work, we have conclusively shown that density hypercubes possess hyper-decoherence maps
with a well-defined operational interpretation. We have studied the associated phase group and we have
compared our results with analogous statements for double dilation and double mixing.
The probabilistic nature of hyper-decoherence in density hypercubes presents a concrete way around
the no-go theorem of Lee and Selby [16]. Simply dropping the constraint that the hyper-decoherence
be deterministic allowed the formulation of an operational theory displaying genuinely post-quantum
phenomena, together with a mechanism for quantum theory to arise as an effective sub-theory.
A number of questions remain open. There is initial evidence suggesting that density hypercubes
would exhibit higher-order interference [13], but final confirmation will require a fully fledged simulation
of the triple and quadruple slit interference experiments within density hypercubes. This will be our first
upcoming endeavour. Confirming higher-order interference would then immediately lead to investigation
of computational advantage in density hypercubes.
Gaining a better understanding of the structure of the Beyond would also be an interesting route
forward. In general, it seems likely that the Beyond is a non-trivial sector of density hypercubes, which
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could define its own operational theory, perhaps equivalent to quantum theory again. Investigations of
this nature might also help shed some light on whether there are more elements of the hyper-phase group
than we discovered in this work.
From a foundational perspective, we are also interested in exploring variations on the current formulation of the theory, e.g. by describing it directly from the perspective of quantum observers. Preliminary
investigations suggest that this would result in a theory with deterministic hyper-decoherence maps, but
where “pure” quantum states would become fundamentally mixed as states of density hypercubes.
Finally, we hope to study the implications of probabilistic hyper-decoherence maps from a theoryindependent perspective, refining the existing no-go result and computational advantage investigations.
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A
A.1

Proofs
Proof of Proposition 1

Proof. The second map of (12) can be written with two black π/2 phases on the bridge and is therefore
a valid map of density hypercubes. Applying the discarding maps we get:
π
=

+

(31)

For higher dimensions d ≥ 3, the completion is slightly more complicated. Let G be a finite abelian
group on d elements and ◦ correspond to the group element basis in the group algebra C[G] ∼
= Cd . Let
• correspond to the Fourier basis for G, spanned by the (normalised adjoints of the) characters for G.
Let K (◦) = { k : k ∈ G} be the set of classical states for ◦. Now consider the following CP map:

=
λ

λ

∑

|ki ∈ K (◦)
k
|ki 6= |0i

(32)

It is easy to check that this gives a completion of the hyper-decoherence map to a normalised CP map,
but it is not immediately clear that this is a valid map in the theory of density hypercubes. Indeed, it is
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not clear that it respects the symmetry required for maps of density hypercubes. However, writing k̄ for
the inverse of k ∈ G we note the following equality

=
k

(33)

k̄

Which in turn implies:

=

λ

∑

=

k

|ki ∈ K (◦)
|ki 6= |0i

∑

=

k̄

|ki ∈ K (◦)
|ki 6= |0i

(34)

λ

Thus we can write:

λ

=

1
2

+

λ

1
2

=

λ

1
2

(35)
C

The “control state” C on the RHS above is formed as follows:

=

V

V

(36)

C

π
where V : C2 →
− C[G] is the isometry in FdHilb defined by |0i 7→ |0G i , |1i 7→ |λ i.

A.2

Proof of Proposition 2

Proof. By spider fusion, it is clear that the doubled phase gates are erased by hyper-decoherence:

=
−α

A.3

α

−α

(37)

α

Proof of Proposition 3

Proof. Showing that the maps (23) are erased by decoherence is a simple application of the Hopf rule.
The harder part is showing that the maps (23) exist in density hypercubes: this boils down to showing
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that they have a symmetric expansion about the bridge, just as we have previously shown for (22). This
expansion can be found by taking the square root of the following map in FdHilb:
α
2

M(α) =



√ iα/2 cos α/2
0
= 2e
0
−i sin α/2

(38)

where the matrix on the RHS is written in the Pauli X basis. Since M(α) is diagonal in the Pauli X basis,
a square root R(α) is guaranteed to exist, itself diagonal in the Pauli X basis and thus self-transpose in
Pauli X basis. Therefore we can safely write the square root on either side of the bridge as follows:

R(−α)
α
2

A.4

M(−α)

α
2

R(−α)

α
2

=

α
2

(39)

Proof of Proposition 4

Proof. The doubled phase spiders contribute the usual quantum phase group T d−1 . We also have the
following maps:

(40)

ψ

where ψ is a ◦-phase state and is the antipode. One can check that these maps are erased by decoherence and thus are in the phase group. All that is left to check is that they are normalised, invertible and
that they exist in the theory of density hypercubes. Existence comes down to showing that they have a
symmetric expansion about a bridge, generalising what happened in the proof of Proposition 3. Consider
the following map in FdHilb:

ψ

=

∑
k ∈ K (◦)

ψk

k

(41)

where we have expanded the phase state as its sum over ◦-classical states and ψk are complex numbers
on the unit circle. One can see that (41) acts on ◦-classical states as |gi 7→ ∑k∈K (◦) ψk g−1 k (up to
normalisation). Furthermore, (41) acts on •-classical states |χi = ∑g∈K (◦) χ(g) |gi as follows (up to
normalisation):
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!
|χi 7→

χ(k)ψk |χi

∑
k∈K (◦)

where |χi = ∑g∈K (◦) χ(g)∗ |gi. (In the above, χ ∈ G∧ where G∧ is the group of multiplicative characters
for G.) We are thus able to expand (41) as a matrix in the • basis (again up to appropriate normalisation):

ψ

=

∑

∑

χ(k)ψk |χi hχ|

χ∈K (•) k∈K (◦)

We want this matrix to have a square root and for this square root to be self-transpose with respect to the
• basis. Since most entries of the matrix are zero, checking the existence of a square root comes down
to looking at the sub-matrices for the terms |χi hχ| and |χi hχ|, which take the form:



0 a
b 0

(42)

for some a and b, where we have considered the case ord(χ) > 2 in G∧ . The case of ord(χ) = 2 is
trivial since it contributes a single non-zero diagonal element to the matrix, which can clearly be square
rooted. The matrix (42) always has four square roots, since a, b 6= 0, but unless a = b none of them are
self-transpose in •. In order to have a = b we need the following to hold for each χ:

∑

χ(k)(ψk − ψk̄ ) = 0

k∈K (◦)

Note that the above is the Fourier transform of f (k) = ψk − ψk̄ in the finite abelian group G. By inverting
the transform, one sees that ψk = ψk̄ . This is trivially satisfied for those k ∈ G such that ord(k) = 2.
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Finally we show that maps (40) are closed under composition:

φ
φ

=

ψ

=

ψ

ψ
φ

(43)

ψ
ψ

=

=

φ

=
φ

ψ

φ

Above we have have used the Frobenius product |ψ φ i = ∑k∈K (◦) ψk φk |ki. This also shows that the
maps (40) are invertible. As observed in the proof of Proposition 3 before, the maps are also normalised,
by the Hopf law.

A.5

Proof of Proposition 5

Proof. One can check that the maps (24) are erased by hyper-decoherence:
α

α

=

=

(44)

where the final step follows by the Hopf law. On the other hand, the doubled phase spiders are not erased
by hyper-decoherence.

A.6

Proof of Proposition 6

Proof. The proof for Proposition 5 straightforwardly generalises to higher dimensions.
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Proof of Proposition 8

Proof. An arbitrary tripartite pure state on systems A, B and C in double dilation can be written as follows:
|ψABC i = ∑ ci jk eAi eBj eCk

(45)

i jk

for ci jk ∈ C, where { eAi } forms an orthonormal basis for A, and similar for B and C. By partial trace, a
general state on A in double dilation can be written as follows:

ρ=

∑

eCr eBp ψABC

eCs eBq ψABC

eCs eBp ψABC

eCr eBq ψABC

(46)

pqrs

=

∑

E
cipr eAi c∗ips eAj ckqs eAk c∗lqr eAl

(47)

i jkl pqrs

Without loss of generality, we can consider the map (30) with ◦ associated to the basis { eAi }. The
result of applying the map to ρ is the following state (written up to Choi-Jamiołkowski isomorphism for
convenience):

∑

cipr c∗j ps c jqs c∗iqr eAi

eAj

(48)

i j pqrs

We see that each of the coefficients is invariant under conjugation:
!∗

∑

cipr c∗j ps c jqs c∗iqr

pqrs

=

∑ c∗ipr c j ps c∗jqs ciqr = ∑ cipr c∗j ps c jqs c∗iqr

pqrs

(49)

pqrs

where we relabelled p and q in the final step. As a consequence, the coefficients are all necessarily real
and we do not recover all quantum states.

A.8

Proof of Proposition 9

Proof. The maps of double dilation can be written in the following form:
dbl(K ∗ ) dbl(K)

f∗

f

dbl(H ∗ ) dbl(H)

(50)
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In order for maps in the form above to be invertible, the discarding maps need to be trivial (because of
purity in CPM(FdHilb)):
dbl(K ∗ ) dbl(K)

f∗

f

(51)

dbl(H ∗ ) dbl(H)
The diagram above is the doubled version of the following diagram in FdHilb:
K∗

K

f∗

f

(52)

H
H∗
But the diagram above in FdHilb corresponds to another CP map:
dbl(K)

f

(53)

dbl(H)
For the CP map (53) above to be invertible, the discarding map must be trivial. This in turn implies that
the bridge in (51) must be trivial and hence that the original map (50) must take the following form if it
is to be invertible:

f∗

f

The map above is the double of a pure CP map and it is invertible exactly when f is unitary.

(54)

